We present a method for evolving the projected Gross-Pitaevskii equation in an infinite rotating Bose-Einstein condensate, the ground state of which is a vortex lattice. We use quasi-periodic boundary conditions to investigate the behaviour of the bulk superfluid in this system, in the absence of boundaries and edge effects. We also give the Landau gauge expression for the phase of a BEC subjected to these boundary conditions. Our spectral representation uses the eigenfunctions of the one-body Hamiltonian as basis functions. Since there is no known exact quadrature rule for these basis functions we approximately implement the projection associated with the energy cut-off, but show that by choosing a suitably fine spatial grid the resulting error can be made negligible. We show how the convergence of this model is affected by simulation parameters such as the size of the spatial grid and the number of Landau levels. Adding dissipation, we use our method to find the lattice ground state for N vortices. We can then perturb the ground-state, in order to investigate the melting of the lattice.
We present a method for evolving the projected Gross-Pitaevskii equation in an infinite rotating Bose-Einstein condensate, the ground state of which is a vortex lattice. We use quasi-periodic boundary conditions to investigate the behaviour of the bulk superfluid in this system, in the absence of boundaries and edge effects. We also give the Landau gauge expression for the phase of a BEC subjected to these boundary conditions. Our spectral representation uses the eigenfunctions of the one-body Hamiltonian as basis functions. Since there is no known exact quadrature rule for these basis functions we approximately implement the projection associated with the energy cut-off, but show that by choosing a suitably fine spatial grid the resulting error can be made negligible. We show how the convergence of this model is affected by simulation parameters such as the size of the spatial grid and the number of Landau levels. Adding dissipation, we use our method to find the lattice ground state for N vortices. We can then perturb the ground-state, in order to investigate the melting of the lattice.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most striking properties of Bose-Einstein Condensates (BECs) is the effect of forcing them to rotate [1] . Unlike the solid body rotation of a normal fluid, when a BEC rotates an array of quantised vortices is formed [2] . Since these quantized vortices were observed experimentally in a BEC [3] , they have been a widely studied quantum phenomenon [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Systems with a large number of vortices have been revealed to display a rich selection of dynamics such as the dipole interactions of vortices with opposite charges [12] , the mechanisms of vortex lattice formations [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , and vortex turbulence [19] [20] [21] .
The c-field methodology [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] provides a successful way in which to model a Bose gas. The principle is to choose an energy cutoff such that the c-field region of single-particle modes has sufficiently high occupation that quantum fluctuations are small. Treating the c-field region entirely classically, ignoring the modes in the above-cutoff incoherent region, leads to a projected Gross-Pitaevskii equation (PGPE). This equation is a microcanonical equation of motion for the system in the sense that the atom number and total energy are conserved quantities. Ideally, the numerical projection operation used to evolve the equation should be numerically exact in terms of the relevant single-particle basis.
Rotating 2D Bose gases have been previously studied with the PGPE [19, 28] in finite, harmonically-trapped system using a Laguerre-Gaussian basis. However, in simulations where the condensate has an edge, vortices nucleate at the interface between the condensate and the thermal cloud. These vortices do not penetrate the main bulk of the condensate, rather they remain at the edge of the condensate for considerable time [19] . Between these edge effects, and the tendency of the trapping potential to distort any resulting vortex lattice [29] , it difficult to conduct a PGPE simulation of sufficient size to isolate the bulk properties of the system [19] .
In order to concentrate on the bulk of the system and avoid boundary effects -in a similar way as would be achieved using periodic boundary conditions in the non-rotating case -previous works on rotating 2D systems have used quasi-periodic boundary conditions to simulate a representative cell of an infinite rotating system. A Lowest Landau Level (LLL) approach has been used to investigate the fractional quantum Hall effect [11, 30] , and vortex lattices [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . However, this approach is necessarily limited to the lowest energy states of the system. Alternatively, Refs. [38, 39] have implemented quasi-periodic boundary conditions for the Gross-Pitaevskii equation, by using magnetic Fourier transforms and finite difference methods in the symmetric gauge respectively. However, these methods do not operate in a basis of single-particle eigenstates, making it difficult to implement the projection operation needed for the PGPE.
In this work we present a numerical method for simulating the PGPE in an infinite rotating 2D Bose gas. Our method operates in the Landau gauge, using the correct single-particle basis under quasi-periodic boundary conditions for a representative cell of the system (Fig. 1 ). By establishing a method to integrate the PGPE for such a rotating system, we open the door to study finite-temperature, non-equilibrium dynamics of rotating systems in the bulk, free of edge effects.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II we introduce the equation of motion which governs a harmonically trapped Bose gas rotating at the centrifugal limit, as well as introducing the quasi-periodic boundary conditions which we use throughout the paper. In Sec. III we introduce the PGPE for a rotating system; we also quantify the error which is due to the projection. In Sec. IV we detail how our method allows one to choose an arbitrary array of vortices as an initial condition for the PGPE. This requires us to find the Landau gauge expression for the phase of N vortices. Sec. V contains the main results of the paper: we consider how the PGPE evolution performs for varying simulation parameters, as well as looking at how our method can be used to find the ground state of a given system. We then investigate how stable this ground state is. In Sec. VI we perturb the ground state of the system, in order to investigate how the lattice responds to melting. ω z = ω ) condensate rotating with angular frequency Ω. (b) In the centrifugal limit (Ω → ω ⊥ ) a small cell in the bulk of the now-infinite condensate can be approximated using the Landau gauge with quasi-periodic (twisted) boundary conditions. The height of the surface represents the density of the wavefunction, while the colour represents the phase of the superfluid.
II. ROTATING PROJECTED GROSS-PITAEVSKII EQUATION

A. Single-Particle Hamiltonian
In the rotating frame, the Hamiltonian for a particle of mass m rotating with angular momentum Ω is [40] H Ω = | p| 2 2m
where ω and ω ⊥ are the trapping frequencies in the z and the radial directions, respectively. Throughout this paper, we will not worry about non-uniform rotation, disturbance to the density of the fluid, or any other affects which would be a direct result of the mechanism used to spin the gas. On choosing the z axis to be the axis of rotation, Ω = Ωẑ, the Hamiltonian may be written as [41] [42] [43] H
(2) In the middle term of Eqn. (2) we see that the frequency of rotation Ω reduces the radial trapping frequency. We set Ω = ω ⊥ , which is defined in Ref. [42] as the centrifugal limit [44]. This yields the Hamiltonian
where we have the gauge freedom to choose any A such that ∇ × A = 2mΩẑ. Eqn. (2) is implicitly in the symmetric gauge, which is logical outside the centrifugal limit, as the single particle basis are the associated Laguerre polynomials [45] . The trapping of a BEC gives rise to several boundary phenomena, including the short lived nucleation and annihilation of vortices which do not penetrate the bulk of the fluid [19] . At the centrifugal limit, it is advantageous to use the Landau gauge,
as the single particle basis functions with quasi-periodic boundary conditions can be found. This will enable us to study the bulk of the Bose gas using the PGPE, without worrying about edge effects.
B. The GPE in Dimensionless Variables
The most common description of an ultracold Bose gas is that of a wavefunction Ψ which obeys the mean-field Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE). In a rotating system such as the one described in Sec. II A, this equation takes the form
where g = 4π 2 a s /m parameterizes the interaction between multiple particles in the system, a s is the s-wave scattering length of the particles [46] , and µ is the 3D chemical potential. We are interested in the behaviour of vortices in the rotating plane and so we adopt a highly oblate condensate with trapping frequencies ω ⊥ ω . With this tight confinement in the z direction, and the condition ω µ, the excitation of modes in the z direction is prevented. This leads to a 3D wavefunction
where the z dependence is a Gaussian ground state, and l z is the oscillator length in the z direction. It is possible to recover a quasi-2D regime by substituting Eqn. (6) into Eqn. (5) and integrating over z. In such a quasi-2D system, the interparticle attraction parameter is given by
and the 2D chemical potential is
The GPE for our rotating quasi-2D system is therefore
(9) We adopt natural units for the system, based on the healing length ξ = / √ mµ 2D . This leads to dimensionless distances
x = x/ξ and y = y/ξ, a dimensionless time t = µ 2D t/ , and a dimensionless wavefunction Ψ = Ψ g 2D /µ 2D . Using these units we write Eqn. (9) in dimensionless form (dropping the prime notation)
where the one-body Hamiltonian can be written as
with Γ = ξ/l the ratio of the healing length ξ to the "magnetic length" l defined by [30, 42] 
In the case of the rotating Bose gas, l is a characteristic distance between vortices.
C. Quasi-Periodic Boundary Conditions
We now wish to consider a representative cell of an infinite rotating system, by introducing quasi-periodic boundary conditions, and to establish the corresponding single-particle basis functions.
For a cell of physical dimensions 0 ≤ x ≤ aξ, 0 ≤ y < bξ, with aspect ratio κ = a/b, we define our boundary conditions to be (working in dimensionless variables)
Arg
Unlike standard periodic boundary conditions, these boundary conditions provide the wavefunction with a winding in the phase which was discovered to be necessary in the work of [47] . Throughout this paper, we will refer to these boundary conditions as quasi-periodic, or 'twisted' [38] boundary conditions. By integrating over the velocity of the wavefunction in the cell of area ab it is possible to derive a quantisation condition
which relates the area of the cell to the net number of vortices N [41] . We now consider the appropriate basis functions needed to implement a projected Gross-Pitaevskii equation. Previous work [11, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] has investigated rapidly rotating 2D systems which depend only on the Lowest Landau Level (LLL). This is accurate for a system of dense vortices, however where the typical vortex spacing is much larger than the healing length, interactions in the Bose gas lead to contributions from higher Landau levels [42] . Ref. [30] gives the LLL eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian in Eqn. (11) , which can be extended to describe higher Landau levels. These eigenfunctions take the form
where
Here, H n (·) is the n th physicists' Hermite polynomial [48] , and the Landau levels are indexed by n = 0, 1, . . . . Without loss of generality, we choose to normalise the basis functions to ab (see Appendix A 1 for details). The eigenenergies corresponding to the eigenfunctions of Eqn. (16) are
Expanding the wavefunction Ψ in terms of all eigenstates below an energy cutoff E cut = Γ 2 (M + 1/2) and solving Eq. 10 for the expansion coefficients constitutes the PGPE for this system. The choice of cutoff M will be discussed further in Secs. III and V.
III. NUMERICAL METHOD FOR BASIS TRANSFORMATION
A. PGPE Implementation
To implement the PGPE for the quasi-periodic system introduced in Sec. II, we follow the same approach as used for the uniform system in Ref. [49] , but using the quasi-periodic one-body eigenstates. As described by Ref. [16] , defining an orthonormal projector with respect to the one-body Hamiltonian is convenient due to the fact the many-body spectrum is well approximated by the single-body spectrum when in the high energy limit. However, in our case there is no known exact numerical quadrature rule for the basis functions with which to implement the projection to numerical precision. Instead we introduce an approximate projection operation that can be made sufficiently accurate for our purposes.
Our basis functions are given by Eqn. (16) , and we define the wavefunction Ψ to be
where our energy cutoff is prescribed by the value of M, and the summation over p is truncated so that −p max ≤ p ≤ p max .
It is critical that we choose a large enough p max that the quasiperiodic basis functions are approximately orthogonal, and we discuss the validity of this truncation in Sec. III C. We use the orthonormality conditions of the basis functions (see Appendix A 1 for details), to derive an evolution equation for the coefficients c n,k i dc n,k dt = E n,k − 1 c n,k
c n ,k c m, j c m , j I n,n ,m,m ;k,k , j, j (20) where
There is no known quadrature rule for the integral in Eqn. (21) , and so we instead will use an approximate pseudospectral method [50] . We write Eqn. (19) as
where Ψ is a real space representation of the wavefunction with Q 2 elements indexed by r i = (x, y) i , and c is a representation of the wave function in the 'coefficient space' of the basis functions, with MN elements indexed by σ j = (n, k) j .
The matrix T is written in terms of the basis functions as
We must also define the matrix U, which is the inverse transformation of Eqn. (22) , i.e. U = T † /Q 2 , and the diagonal 'energy matrix' E, which contains the eigenvalues of the basis functions, E j j = E σ j . The resultant equation for the evolution of the coefficients is
the evolution of which will be discussed in Sec. V. We now consider two sources of error which are unavoidable when performing numerical simulations: the projection error, which arises on choosing the number of grid-points Q for a given M, and the error associated with truncating the summation over p, which comes from our choice in p max .
B. Projection Error
As discussed in Sec. III A, the energy cutoff in our simulations is defined as M, which is the number of Landau levels which are included in our basis functions. We are also working with a system which does not have a quadrature rule, hence there is no clear cut way of selecting a value of Q for a given M. The cubic term in the GPE may lead to aliasing in any grid representation of the wavefunction [27] . In our system, this corresponds to the non-linear term of the GPE producing polynomials of order 3M, which are outside the cfield region and hence not energy conserving. It is therefore necessary to check the validity of any given values of Q and M, which we do with the following algorithm. Assume that our system has N states (vortices), Q grid points in each of the x and y directions, and M Landau levels; for these parameters there is a transformation matrix T , and its inverse U, the construction of which is described in Eqn. (22) . We generate the matrixT which also has N states and Q grid-points, but has 3M Landau levels (on account of the nonlinear term in Eqn. (10) being cubic). For the remainder of this section, we use a tilde to denote a coefficient space which has 3M Landau levels. We create a test vectorc which is
I.e. the first M × N elements (which are the coefficients for the basis functions with the lowest M Landau levels) are zero, while the other elements are identical, and normalised so that
This transforms the test vectorc from the enlarged basis in coefficient space, into the Q × Q basis in real space, and then back to the smaller, M × N, coefficient space. Using c, the M × N array of coefficients, we can now quantify the error in the projection. If the projection was perfect, the array c would be precisely zero. That is to say: we would have recovered the coefficients of the lowest M Landau levels from the test arrayc without alias.
If, however, there are non-zero elements in c, then there has been some "leakage" of higher order modes into the M lowest modes which we have defined as our c-field. Numerically we define this error to be
where this "leakage" corresponds directly to momentum aliasing.
The results of this analysis are presented in Fig. 2 . We see that, for any given M, there is a threshold value of Q for which the projection error δ becomes negligible. Below these threshold values, the error decreases at a rate which depends on M: for small M, the error decreases very quickly, while larger M requires more grid-points. Above the threshold value, the projection error converges to a characteristic error for the given set of simulation parameters. This means that increasing the number of points serves only to slow the simulation, and offers no numerical advantage.
We note that the analysis above was conducted with a cell where a = b = 64, the truncation p max = 10, and N = 4 vortices. A similar analysis can be conducted for a different size cell, and for a different number of states in the system, however we note that the results are qualitatively the same: for higher M one must increase the number of grid-points in order to reduce the projection error.
C. Truncation Error
Clearly, when calculating the matrix T from the basis functions defined in Eqn. (16) it is necessary to truncate the summation over p. We must, however, ensure that we have chosen a large enough value of p max that significant contributions to the wavefunction from neighbouring cells are not erroneously ignored. It is also critical to choose a large enough value of p max , as the infinite sum over p is responsible for transforming an integration over a finite domain, into an integration over an infinite domain, which is how the orthonormality of the Hermite polynomials is defined (see Appendix A 1 for further details).
There are several well known bounds for the zeros of Hermite polynomials, however the eigenfunctions in Eqn. (16) are a sum over a product of a Hermite function χ n (x), and the complex exponential in y. Although Hermite functions decay exponentially quickly after their most extreme zeros, there is still an imaginary part of these eigenfunctions which must be taken into account. The presence of p in both the x and y components of the basis functions mean that truncating the summation over p is not as simple as using a bound for the Hermite polynomials, and we must be cautious that the value of p max is chosen correctly.
We perform the same analysis as in Sec. III B in order to quantify the error δ, however in each case we fix Q and M and instead vary p max . The results can be found in Fig. 3 . For each Q and M, we note there is a threshold value of p max above which the truncation error becomes negligible (this is indicated by the sharp cusp in the graph). Initially there is an increase in the error (for p max = 1), however this is because the basis functions do not converge to the correct value for this choice in truncation. Above the threshold value, there is a convergence in the error for a given M and Q.
Informed by the analysis of Sec. III B, we note that for values of M which were greater than 2 10 , it was necessary to use Q = 2 8 , grid points in each direction to get a meaningful result.
IV. VORTEX ANSATZ FOR INITIAL CONDITION
In this section we describe the process by which we prepare an initial configuration of N v vortices placed within the cell. This allows us to investigate a number of scenarios involving free vortices, clustered vortices and dipole pairs. It is known that it is possible to express the phase of a vortex using the zeros of a Weirstrass function [51] . Further, in the Landau gauge it is appropriate to use Jacobi Theta functions to describe the phase. The 3rd Jacobi Theta Function is defined as [48] 
where z is a complex coordinate, and τ ∈ C is the lattice parameter with nome q = exp (iπτ) . We restrict ourselves to the case of a rectangular domain, requiring (τ) = 0 and (τ) > 0, so that ϑ 3 has quasi-periodicity relation
for integers f and g. In order to describe a domain which is arbitrary sized, we introduce L then by re-scaling z → πz/L, and defining the lattice parameter τ to be purely imaginary, the Jacobi theta function ϑ 3 is quasi periodic on 0 ≤ (z) < L and 0 ≤ (z) < L (τ). In this case, the quasi-periodicity relation of Eqn. (29) becomes
By comparison with the quasi-boundary conditions of Eqn. (13) , it follows that L = b, τ = iκ and z = ix − y. Consequently, it is possible to determine that the fundamental solution for the phase θ of a vortex centred in the box at (a/2, b/2), is where c is the integer charge of the vortex. This fundamental solution is shown in the phase plot of Fig. 4 (i) . By the use of a suitable gauge transformation, it can be shown that this is equivalent to expressions obtained for quasi-periodic boundary conditions in the symmetric gauge in Ref. [39] . Suppose that we wish to obtain the phase of the kth vortex, of charge c k , which is shifted from the centre of the cell, to the position (x k , y k ). Then we define the effective vortex coordinate
so that the phase of the kth vortex is given by
The density profile of a vortex was found numerically in Ref. [52] . Non-dimensionalising this function, and setting the background density to be one, we have
where Λ ≈ 0.8249 is a universal constant. Combining phase and density profiles of the individual vortices, our ansatz wavefunction N v vortices is
where {z k } = {z 0 , . . . , z N v −1 }. In order to determine the symmetry conditions of this ansatz, let us consider the transformation x → x + a. In this case, we have
which, using the quasi-periodicity relation of Eqn. (29) , is
where N is the net number of vortices (the sum of c k ). The first two terms on the right hand side of Eqn. (37) are in direct agreement with the quasi-periodic boundary conditions of Eqns. (13) and (14) . However, to match the boundary conditions the third term must vanish. This means that the vortex positions y k must satisfȳ
placing the center of vorticity at b/2 in the y-direction. This condition is related to the fact that the ground state vortex lattice breaks the translational symmetry of the system. Adding a constant to our boundary conditions [Eqn. (14) ] would trivially shift the center of vorticity within the cell. An equivalent connection between boundary conditions and the center of vorticity is found for quasi-periodic boundary conditions in the symmetric gauge [39] . Fig. 4 shows a small selection of initial vortex configurations which can be created using the ansatz wavefunction of Eqn. (35) .
V. CONVERGENCE AND TESTING OF THE METHOD
A. Overview of Numerical Procedure
Here we briefly outline how the pseudospectral method described above can be implemented numerically. In order to perform the transformations between real and coefficient space required by Eqn. (22) , we begin by creating the matrix described in Eqn. (23) . Note that this fixes the dimensions of the fundamental cell, a, b and κ, the number of Landau levels, M, the number of grid-points, Q, and the net number of vortices, N. Once this is complete, we evolve Eqn. (24) from an initial condition. Numerically, we compute the time evolution using an adaptive 8th order Dormand Prince (DP8) method [53] with adaptive time stepping subject to an error tolerance . Since the majority of the memory requirements lie in the storing of the T and U matrices, the extra memory required to use such a high order time-stepping scheme is inconsequential. The high order of the method reduces the total number of time derivative evaluations required while maintaining sufficiently stringent tolerance to preserve the conserved quantities to good accuracy over long time. The most computationally demanding step in the procedure is performing the basis transformations needed to evaluate the time derivative; this amounts to performing multiplication by the matrices T and U, which have a large size of MNQ 2 elements (about 2 27 for typical parameters). Owing to the large size and high condition number of the T and U matrices, numerical rounding errors in these matrix-vector multiplications can become nonnegligible with standard double-precision arithmetic. We find that performing a stabilized matrix-vector multiplication, using the techniques to extend precision described in Ref. [54] and parallelized using OpenMP, effectively eliminates these problems without significantly increasing computation times.
There are two kinds of initial conditions that we may use. In the first instance, we can control the occupation of the modes in coefficient space, in a manner similar to the simulations of [55] . More conveniently, we can produce an ansatz wavefunction whereby we prescribe the position and charge of N vortices, using the method described in Sec. IV. The only difference is that we must transform this ansatz into coefficient space before evolving.
B. Conserved Quantities
There are three quantities which should be conserved by any numerical treatment of Eqn. (10) . They are the real-space norm N R of the wavefunction,
the norm of the coefficients, N C , defined as
and the energy of the system,
In both Eqns. (39) and (41) we have discretized real space, and so the integrals will be replaced with summations, with dx → a/Q (likewise dy → b/Q). Due to numerical error, these quantities will not be conserved by our evolution scheme. Tracking their changes, however, provide a key insight as to how accurate our scheme is.
C. Evolution of Vortex Ansatz States
We begin with a state wich is a random configuration of N = 4 vortices, in a square cell with side lengths a = b = 64. This initial state is then evolved to t f inal = 50 (in dimensionless time units), and the difference between the initial and final values are computed, i.e. ∆N R = N R (0) − N R (50) . The results of this can be seen in Fig. 5 .
In column (a)(i)-(c)(i), we calculate the evolution error for varying values of M, while the tolerance in the numerical timestepping is fixed, = 10 −10 . We do this for a number of different grid points: Q = 2 6 , blue crosses; Q = 2 7 , red circles; Q = 2 8 , yellow squares; Q = 2 9 , purple asterisks. We note that the curves have a characteristic bow shape; initially increasing the number of Landau levels decreases the error in the evolution. For each value of Q, however, there comes a point where projection error dominates the increase in M, and the evolution error increases. This is particularly noticeable in the regime of low Q and high M in the plot of ∆N R , Fig. 2 (a) 
In column (a)(ii)-(c)(ii), we calculate the evolution error for varying values of Q for a fixed tolerance of = 10 −10 , with M = 2 6 , blue crosses; M = 2 7 , red circles; M = 2 8 , yellow squares. We observe that increasing the number of grid points Q leads to a monotonic decrease in the evolution error. Initially projection error dominates, however this is in a regime where we have one or fewer grid points per healing length. As Q increases beyond approximately 4 grid points per healing length, we note that the error converges for each value of M; it it also apparent that once the error has converged, a higher value of M leads to a better conservation in the quantities of interest.
In column (a)(iii)-(c)(iii), we calculate the evolution error for varying values of , where M = 2 6 and Q = 2 8 . We see that there is a very good agreement between the tolerance size, and the expected error of the DP8 method.
It should be noted that although this demonstrates the evolution error of one initial state, it is qualitatively representative of all initial states. That is to say, the results of the evolution error testing presented here are a realisation of a single initial condition, but we note that this is indicative of all initial conditions.
D. Stability of the Ground State
As well as performing the dynamical evolutions described in the previous sections, we want to be able to find the ground state of N vortices. In order to do this, we add a dimensionless damping parameter γ to the governing equation [14, 40] . This parameter describes the diffusion of thermal atoms from the system, a key physical process in relaxing the system to a ground state [56] . This means that Eqn. (10) becomes and hence we will numerically simulate
For a domain with aspect ratio κ = √ 3, the ground state has been shown to be a hexagonal lattice [43, 51, 57] . We will show in the rest of this section that this damped PGPE will cause the system to relax into a vortex lattice ground state. The procedure is as follows: We begin with an initial configuration of N positively charged vortices. We evolve this state using the damped GPE in Eqn. (43) , with the parameter γ = 1. This leads to the ground state c (g) , which we observe to be the expected hexagonal lattice. We then switch off the damping, setting γ = 0, and evolve the lattice configuration. We quantify the changes to the system by calculating the overlap integral, |I(t)| 2 , where
We evolve the damped PGPE for 10 5 units of time in a system with N = 4 vortices, M = 2 8 Landau Levels, Q = 2 8 grid points, and a timestepping tolerance of = 10 −10 . The overlap integral is conserved to within a tolerance of 3.8129 × 10 −14 over 5 × 10 4 units of time. In each simulation there is a small amount of oscillation, which is due to a combination of imprecise evolution and the lattice having not fully evolved to the ground state.
VI. APPLICATION: LATTICE MELTING
Here we present an application of the method to simulate a melting vortex lattice. Evolving an initial configuration of 4 (a)(i) 0 b
(a)(ii) (a)(iii) (a)(iv) vortices using the damped GPE leads to a lattice ground state c (g) . In this case, the aspect ratio κ = √ 3, and so the ground state is a regular hexagonal lattice. We can then add noise to the ground state, by taking
for n = 1, . . . , (M − 1), where the parameter η controls the amount of noise which is injected into the lattice ground state, and is sampled from a uniform distribution U(0, 2π). Adding noise to the coefficients of the ground state will increase the presence of higher Landau levels in the system, and hence effect the thermal properties of the system. Here we take 5 values of η, so that the initial configuration is 98.2%, 98.6%, 99%, 99.4% and 99.8% of the lattice ground state. For each of these configurations, we simulate 10 different realisations of noise added to the coefficients of the ground state, evolved to dimensionless time t f = 10 4 . In addition to the individual trajectories, we compute the time and ensemble averaged density,
and the time and ensemble averaged phase,
Arg Ψ (x, y, t) − Arg Ψ 0, 0, t j dt. (47) We compute these averages over an ensemble of 10 trajectories, averaging in time from t i = 5 × 10 3 to t f = 10 4 , numerically integrated over 500 equally-spaced outputs. Although we do not compute the temperatures that these energies correspond to in the microcanonical ensemble, in principle these can be determined as described by Ref. [59] . Fig. 6 shows the instantaneous and averaged density and phase profiles for the different values of η. For reference, the energy of the lattice ground state is E g = −0.4860. The initial energy of each realisation is different, and so we compare different values of η by computing the ensemble averaged initial energy, E 0 . In Fig. 6 , column (i) corresponds to η = 0.982, with E 0 = 0.0883, column (ii) corresponds to η = 0.986, with E 0 = −0.0918, column (iii) corresponds to η = 0.990, with E 0 = −0.2653, column (iv) corresponds to η = 0.994, with E 0 = −0.4006, and column (v) corresponds to η = 0.998, with E 0 = −0.4834.
It is clear to see that as the energy of the system increases, stronger fluctuations destroy the regular vortex lattice. In Indeed, the main difference between the averaged density profiles of Figs. 6 (c)(i) -(c)(v) is that the lattice melts as the system becomes dominated by fluctuations, which is the component of the thermal cloud that exists within the classical region [49] .
In the ensemble with the smallest additional energy, Fig. 6 (a) (v)-(d)(v) where E g + 0.0026, we see that even in instantaneous profiles, Figs. 6 (a)(v) and (b)(v), the vortex lattice is preserved. Indeed, the fluctuations due to this small amount of injected energy are highly smoothed out by time and ensemble averaging [Figs. 6 (c)(v) and (d)(v)] so that we recover profiles similar to the ground state.
In Fig. 7 we plot the time and ensemble averaged occupation of the Landau levels. Here we definē
as the index of the state (vortex) does not enter into the expression of eigenenergies. We notice that, by adding enough noise to the ground state (corresponding to a low value of η), the distribution of Landau level occupation is proportional to 1/E, which corresponds to classical equipartition of energy over the modes. For a high value of η, although the majority of the Landau level occupation is centered around the lowest Landau levels, the effects of rotation on the system cause the formation of some structure in the filling of higher modes corresponding to the vortex lattice. The value of η = 0.990 represents a crossover between these limits. A large proportion of the filling is in the Lowest Landau levels, indicating the presence of a condensate. However, higher modes are still significantly occupied, destroying the lattice structure, and indicating the presence of thermal effects.
VII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we have presented an efficient method for simulating a harmonically trapped Bose gas, which is rotating at the centrifugal limit. We have shown that it is possible to do so without the issue of edge effects by choosing suitable quasiperiodic boundary conditions. We have used the single particle basis functions with these quasi-periodic boundary conditions to expand the wavefunction below an energy cutoff, thus implementing the PGPE for this rotating system. There are two primary sources of error which arise from such a pseudospectral method in this case; these are the error in projection caused by choosing an energy cut-off, M, and the error associated with truncating an infinite summation appearing in the basis functions themselves. We have quantified these errors, and have shown that for suitable choices of simulation parameters it is possible to reduce these errors to an acceptably small value. On adding damping, our PGPE relaxes non-equilibrium initial conditions to the expected regular vortex lattice ground state. It is also extremely useful to be able to set up an initial condition composed of N v vortices with arbitrary integer charge placed at any points in the domain (subject to symmetry conditions); we have given an ansatz wavefunction for such an initial condition, working in the Landau gauge. Finally, as an application of the PGPE, we investigated the melting of a vortex lattice by perturbing the ground state of the system. Future work will focus on using the method to investigate dynamical phase transitions and vortex dynamics in rotating BECs. such that ab = a 0 b 0 φ * m, j φ n,k dy dx.
We need to assume that the summation converges in such a way that we may interchange the order of summation and integration. Then, the y-integral is 
We make the substitution 2πy = bỹ so that forỹ ∈ [0, 2π) we have
We are now in a position where, since j, k, p, q, N ∈ Z, we can apply the identity 
We note that the Hermite functions, χ m are real, and that the summation over p, imposed to provide the periodic boundary conditions of the solution, essentially transforms the integral into an infinite domain, such that (A8)
Quasi-Periodicity of the Eigenfunction
We can also show that φ n,k obeys the quasi-periodic boundary conditions given in Eqns. (13) - (14) . The y-direction is trivial, as taking y → y + b gives 
where p = p − 1. Taking the principal value of the argument of this, we recover Arg φ n,k (x + a, y) = Arg φ n,k (x, y) + 2πy b , which is Eqn. (13) .
